Erasmus+ project:
Qualification, Validation and Certification of Maintenance Personnel
Goto meeting, 16 th November 2020
Present:
Guðmundur Jón Bjarnason
Torsten Ekström
Ilkka Palsola
Páll István
Ingemar Andreason
Zsolt Nyeste
Tomáš Hladík
Damjan Maletič
Attila Kiss

Absent:
Maria Malmrud
József Csiba
Jaakko Tennilä
Attila Kiss
Mikaela Malmrud
Silvia Stepanova
Jan Skarka

1) A generall status update (Erasmus+ Follow up of MCQ)
The number of MCQ today, November 16th is as follows:

The number of MCQ October 19th, as follows:

The number of MCQ September 21st, as follows:

Last time, August 17th:

Before that. June 15th:

At our last monthly meeting it was pointed out that we need rules / guidelines for creating
questions for “phase 2”, that is for the “certification level” testing skills and deeper
knowledge. Issues that must be addressed before questions will be entered into a common
database (entered at our last meeting, reviewed at this meeting):
●

●

●
●

●
●
●
●
●

Labelling, such as who created this question”?
○ Anwer: It is possible, but to be looked at closer: ________________________
○ How will the questions still be accessible?
○ Answer: Through the MZ system, see below
How can we use the same questions for other levels, where applicable?
○ Anwer: The intention is to make it possible to have one question for many levels and it will be
possible to edit it once for all levels. Yes, to be explained further _______________________________
When will the questions be exported - and then the Excel files containing them will be locked?
○ Answer: Monday October 26th
How will we work with the questions after they have been exported - imported to a common database?
Demonstration is needed.
○ Answer: Torsten´s intention is to organise a demonstration before end of October .
Where does this system come from?
○ Answer: The name of the system is MZ from MZ Competence
Does the project pay for the system?
○ Answer: Free for use during project time
Is this the best system for our purposes?
○ Answer: To be determined
Can we later use another system, if we so chose?
○ Answer: Yes
How will we continue adding new questions?
○ Answer: We can still add new Excel files, but we can also work directly with the system
containing the common database. It is suggested to start with new Excel files.

From previous meetings:
●

●
●

●

The goal is to have at least 20 questions per subject on average. Adding more questions, team members
from different countries can choose subjects where they have experience and questions are still
missing, based on the document Erasmus+ Follow up MCQ and OQ.xlsx stored in folder O5 - O6
Validation question for EQF level 6 and 7.
Each country will review questions from their own team members. We will later get additional
feedback during testing from persons from the field.
All the questions will be property of the EU, as it is financed through Erasmus+ but it is an important
assignment for us to come up with procedures, with EFNMS, how to maintain the questions in the
future and in general the results from this project.
Ilkka told us that he gave an introduction on the EFNMS GA meeting last Saturday. A question was
raised about the ownership, the question was answered that the intention is to hand it over to
EFNMS/ECC, when necessary procedures are in place, as mentioned in earlier minutes.

2) Systems - Demonstration of the MZ system

First we discussed that there are a number of systems out there for handling a question
database, exams and certifications. Possibly ECC can, at some point in time, evaluate
different systems, considering many issues such as costs, functionality, ease of use and
future development. Ilkka and Jaakko will talk to universities in Finland to get some ideas.
For the time being we will continue with the MZ system.
Torsten gave a demonstration of the MZ system. Here are few screenshots from the
demonstration.

3) Review of the previous protocol
Not discussed
4) Updated qualifications - Proposal and decisions
Not discussed
5) Development of questions
It has now been decided only to MCQ and C-MCQ, Complex - Multiple Choice Questions.
Additionally, we have an open door for open questions for calculations, where the student
gives the answer as a figure that will be automatically evaluated.
Torsten showed the following slides regarding a framework for
● National maintenance pass
● EFNMS maintenance pass
● EFNMS certificate

Some questions that needs to be answered:
● What is the definition of a “case” in this context?
● How is the weight for Management, Execution, Support and Knowledge decided?

6) The QVCMP web page
Not discussed.
7) Other issues
Not discussed.

